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AMERICAN-ENGLISH BORROWINGS IN UKRAINIAN AS 

THE MANIFESTATION OF LANGUAGE GLOBALIZATION 

 

At the beginning of the 21st century there is a tendency to increase 

the proportion of English neologisms in the Ukrainian language. 

The relevance of the study lies in the fact that the process of 

borrowing is accelerating, which can be explained by the influence of the 

information revolution and the general globalization on our life. The living 

conditions of the people are connected with the concepts that are 

fundamentally absent from the speakers of other languages. Accordingly, in 

other languages there are no a single-word lexical equivalents for their 

transmission [12: 76]. 

The notion of English as the global language reflects a completely 

new phenomenon, even though many researchers of the use of the English 

language for international communication have undertaken a series of 

research studies of English as distinct from research of the English 

language usage by native speakers themselves yet long before it acquired 

the global status at the turn of the 21st century [11: 90]. Globalization is 

readily increasing in today’s world. It has many effects on language, both 

positive and negative. They in turn affect the culture of the language in 

many ways [9]. Interaction of languages refers to such phenomena, where 

linguistic, psychological, social, ethno-historical and other factors 

interlaced. It is especially important to reveal the significance of various 

factors of the linguistic and extra-linguistic order in one or another case of 

the interaction of languages. 



The interest in the linguistic aspect of globalization has recently 

increased. The term language globalization means active processes of 

interpenetration of languages in the period of globalization with an increase 

in the number of American-English borrowings in the languages of the 

world [11: 92]. 

English represents the strongest currency in the international 

language market and that anyone wanting to be a part of globalization must 

speak the language [7: 25]. 

Mutual enrichment of languages is one way of involving the 

languages into the language of the world community. It characterizes the 

development of language systems from ancient times and, of course, cannot 

but manifest itself now – in the era of significant changes in the humanities, 

science, technology and other fields. Actually linguistic mechanisms of 

such interaction in different periods of history may have certain features. 

The occurrence of borrowed words and the process of their 

assimilation in the Ukrainian language are primarily reflected in the 

language of the mass media, because it reacts very quickly to all that is 

happening in society. 

The media texts play an important role in the formation and 

development of a language, where there is a large number of words for the 

nomination of a person, agents formed by the laws of derivation 

The openness of the problem of borrowing in Ukrainian linguistics is 

explained by different positions of scientists in understanding their role in 

the formation of the lexical system of the language. Some researchers 

consider borrowing as a natural process of enriching the language [5; 6; 8], 

while others claim that the borrowings are a stream of words that violates 

the stability and identity of the national language [2; 3]. The fact that there 

is no pure language in the world is necessary for the existence of 

borrowings in any language system [5]. It is considered appropriate to 

accept borrowing as a necessary element of language development.  

Actuality of the proposed work is conditioned by the general 

tendency of the humanitarian paradigm of knowledge to comprehensive 

study the actual processes of contacting the languages. 



The purpose of the study is to identify the features of the use of 

Anglo-American borrowings in the Ukrainian language of the beginning of 

the 21st century as one of the phenomena of language globalization. 

In the work the borrowings are considered as one of the forms of the 

implementation of language contact as a process of social plan, 

characterized by linguistic relations. The results of language contacts are 

heterogeneous: in some cases, they are limited to borrowings, while others 

lead to linguistic interference. The borrowing process, above all, concerns 

the use of units of one language in another, which should not violate the 

integrity of the recipient language. [13: 10].  

The accumulation of borrowings in any language is studied, on the 

one hand, as the expansion of language capabilities, on the other – as its 

clogging. Despite the different approaches to this problem, linguists agree 

that the study of language contacts and their results can reveal not only the 

features of the construction of the language system, but also the features of 

the communicative implementation of the language, its role in human life. 

The use of the American-English borrowings in the Ukrainian 

language at the beginning of the 21st century has positive and negative 

consequences. As a positive effect we can mention the rapid filling of the 

terminological gaps of the recipient language, which was determined by the 

conditions of globalization [1: 200]. 

Molotkina Yu. O. emphasizes that the problem of usage of 

borrowings is relevant to the contemporary Ukrainian linguistics. The 

reason for that is the leading role of English on international stage and the 

intensity of globalization process [11: 92]. However, these days borrowing 

has become much more dynamic. This led to the excessive usage of 

English loanwords. Due to the difficult political, social and language 

situation in Ukraine, using of Anglo-American borrowings damages the 

purity of the Ukrainian language and distorts the language norm. 

Borrowing of English lexemes is very complicated because it has linguistic, 

social and psychological aspects so this problem needs further review. 

As we can see, the problem of mastering of loan words by 

Ukrainian-speaking individuals has always attracted the attention of 

linguists. Personality and motivation have been identified as influential 



variables associated with foreign language learning [1: 777]. This question 

is also relevant nowadays, when all the increasing number of English 

borrowings is included in all fields of our lives [13: 15]. The development 

of science and technology, medicine, information technology, the 

establishment of the contacts between Ukraine and the Western world 

contributes to the continuity and sustainability of this process. 

Globalization, it would seem, should have led to a reduction of the 

nonequivalent vocabulary. It turned out that this was not the case. On the 

contrary, in the Ukrainian language there are many borrowings from 

English language. In some cases they completely or partially change their 

meaning. Thus, in English, impeachment (the legal process where the 

prosecutor performs the lower house of parliament), in Ukrainian  

імпічмент is the vote of no confidence. English cottage (small house), in 

Ukrainian the word котедж is used in relation to a private country house, 

which sometimes is quite impressive. Therefore, the phrase combination 

престижний котедж from the point of view of English-speaking people 

– nonsense. 

American-English borrowings are used instead of specific Ukrainian 

words due to the fact that they coincide with one of the meanings of 

polysemantic Ukrainian units, thus eliminating polysemy [4: 27]. 

They entered all the fields of  the Ukrainian society life: politics, 

economy (брифiнг, спiкер, рейтинг, холдинг, iмпiчмент, iмiджмейкер, 

спiчрайтер, лiзинг, прайс-лист), food, clothing, trade (чизбургер, 

гамбургер, фiшбургер, барбекю, chocopie, поп-корн, оранджфреш, 

йогурт, пудинг, Coke-Cola, Nuts, Twix, Sprite, фастфуд, ланч, бутси, 

бандана, котон, топ, мультибрендовий, юнісекс, кежел, шопінг, 

шопоголiк, sale, дисконт, кетеринг), sport (фiтнес, матч, шейпiнг, 

дайвiнг, сноуборд, пейнтбол, пауeрлiфтинг, боулiнг, тренiнг, 

овертайм, скутер), information and communication technology 

(ноутбук, принтер, сканер, CD, DVD, процесор, девайс, хакер, 

обгрейд, клiкати, блог, SMS, айпад), mass media (вестерн, клiпмейкер, 

ньюсмейкер, блокбастер, бестселер, кастинг, шейк, хiт-парад, 

метеотайм, суперста, супермен, скiнхeд, фейс-контроль, лузер), art, 

film, music (саундтрек, бойфренд, андеграунд, pop-Art, (хад)рок, 



брейкданс, RandB), house, household chemicals and equipment 

(кондицiонер, кулер, мiксер, тостер, блeндер, сайдинг, антифриз, 

Vanish, Fairy, Comet, Head&Shoulders, Dove, клiнiнг, скраб, спрей, 

колор, памперс, степлер) etc. 

Social networks today are an active means of communication in the 

youth environment. Network users actively use English borrowing related 

to different areas of communication: кульно (cool), бейба (baby), покер 

фейс (pokerface), хай (hi), бай (bye), форевер (forever), лузер (looser), 

фешн (fashion), eкшн (action), лав (love), найс (nice), Ок (ok), iгнор 

(ignore), бест (best), татушка (tattoo), респект (respect) etc. 

The field of study is represented by the following lexemes: тiчер, 

тiчка (teacher), iнстiтьют (institute), деп (department), інгліш 

(English), віндік, віндоу, віндушник (window), халідей, холідей (holiday), 

рідінг рум (reading room) etc. 

To the linguistic reasons of borrowing a tendency to save language 

means should also be included. If a phenomenon or concept is a single 

entity, then the language tends to call it a single word, not a phrase: 

спринт (running for short distances), лонгслив (T-shirt with long sleeves),  

віліси (sneakers with a wheel on the heel), крамбл (cake, the base of which 

consists of oily flour crumb), дедлайн (deadline for work), нетворкінг 

(establishing business contacts, creating a network of useful dating 

services), стартап (a newly emerging company that builds its business on 

the basis of innovative ideas or technologies) etc.  

Among the researched American-English borrowings that have 

duplicate forms in the Ukrainian language: герла – дівчина, дрік – напій, 

кеш – готівка, кіс – цілунок, мані – гроші, меседж – повідомлення, 

паті – вечірка, піпл – люди, респект – повага, сабей – метро, сайз – 

розмір, сюрпрайз – сюрприз, тінейджер – підліток, фешн – мода, 

френд – друг, панкейк – млинчик. 

In the Ukrainian society, especially among young people, it has 

become fashionable to use English words, even if they have full 

equivalents in their native language. English is becoming international in 

the processes of language globalization. 



American-English borrowings are rooted in the language-recipient. 

They add new grammatical categories in the Ukrainian language system. 

When borrowings go from one language to another, their 

grammatical categories are changed: creative (adjective) – креатив (noun), 

shopping (gerund) – шопінг (noun). 

Borrowed vocabulary freely enters the Ukrainian word-formation 

system: піар – пропіарити, ваучер – ваучеризація, демпінг – 

демпінгувати, бренд – брендовий, імідж – іміджевий, фейс-контроль. 

There are false borrowings: шоумен – шоувумен (there is no such 

English word). 

A new terminology for a new Ukrainian reality is being created: 

рейтингове голосування, політтехнолог, іміджмейкер. 

With the development of economy and labor relations, the 

development of technology and science, there are new words that denote 

new social phenomena and concepts. This process is permanent and 

logical.  

But in the Ukrainian language there is a tendency not just to borrow 

words that came with a new phenomenon of reality, but also to replace the 

original words with English.  

Learning English contributes to the widespread use of its words in 

the speech of the Ukrainians. In the recipient language, a new stratum of 

vocabulary is gradually occurs, adapted and unadapted to the new language 

system, which covers all the fields of society and is rapidly increasing in 

number. 

Linguists should pay attention to this in order to determine the 

tendency of the Ukrainian language to change the lexical system and the 

degree of internationalization of English in the world. 
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